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We indicate the progress of experimental gravity, present an outlook in this field, and
summarise the Observational/Experimental Parallel Session together with a related plenary talk on gravitational waves of the 2nd LeCosPA Symposium.
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1. Progress and Outlook
For one hundred years since the advent of General Relativity (GR), the ﬁrst thing in
observational and experimental gravity is the observation of light deﬂection during
the solar eclipse in 1919. Since then, the 3 classical tests of GR (perihelion advance,
gravitational redshift and light deﬂection) have been veriﬁed1 to 10−3 − 10−4 . With
the advent of space age in 1957 and the development of space radio communication,
Shapiro proposed a fourth test (Shapiro time delay) of GR that electromagnetic
wave packets passing near the Sun would be retarded due to gravity curving of
spacetime.2 Shapiro time delay is measured to agree with GR in terms of Eddington
parameter γ (equal to 1 for GR) as 1.000021±0.000023 from Cassini spacecraft
Doppler tracking.3 Lense-Thirring frame dragging has been measured to about
10 percent to agree with GR by satellite laser ranging (SLR) of LAGEOS 1 and
LAGEOS 2, and by GP-B gyro relativity experiment.4, 5 GP-B experiment has also
veriﬁed the equivalence principle for rotating body to an ultimate precision.6
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At present, Lunar Laser Ranging (LLR) test and solar-system radio tests of GR
have about the same accuracy. In the near future, interplanetary laser ranging and
spacecraft laser ranging in the solar system will improve the accuracy of tests of
relativistic gravity by another 3-4 orders of magnitude reaching the second postNewtonian order.1 The observation of precise timing of pulses from pulsars is now
catching up the solar system observations and will also reach the second postNewtonian order soon if not earlier.7 The development of ring laser gyroscopes
makes it possible to measure the absolute angular velocity and to estimate the
rotation rates relative to the local inertial frame with ultra-precision. This is ideal
for measuring the Lense-Thirring frame dragging on Earth. GINGER (Gyroscopes
IN GEneral Relativity) is proposed to measure this frame dragging to 1 percent;
GINGERino is under implementation (Sec. 2).8 Technology based on the success
of GINGER experiment could be applied to improve the tie between the astronomic
reference frame and the solar-system dynamical frame signiﬁcantly.
Einstein Equivalence Principle is an important cornerstone of GR and metric
theories of gravity. From the nonbirefringence of cosmic propagation of electromagnetic wave packet, the constitutive tensor of spacetime for local linear gravitycoupling to electromagnetism must be of core metric form with an axion (pseudoscalar) degree of freedom and a dilaton (scalar) degree of freedom; from observations it is empirically veriﬁed to 10−38 , i.e. to 10−4 × (M Higgs /MPlanck )2 .9 This is
signiﬁcant in constraining the infrared behaviour of quantum gravity. Empirically,
axion is constrained by the non-observation of cosmic polarization rotation (Sec. 2);
dilation is constrained by the agreement of CMB spectrum to Planck spectrum.9, 10
Galileo equivalence principle is experimentally veriﬁed by Eötvös-type experiments and free-fall experiments11, 12 to about 10−13 . In the next mission/mission
proposals for testing Galileo equivalence principle, the improvements are aimed at
2 − 5 orders of magnitude.13, 14 In a series of papers in the 1970s, Rubin, Ford, and
Thonnard measured the rotation curves of a number of disk galaxies and found that
rotation speeds were larger than would be expected from the gravitational attraction
arising from the visible mass distribution.15–17 Authors interpreted their ﬁndings
as evidence for a new dark matter component. Logically this conﬂict, known as
the missing mass problem, could arise from a mass discrepancy, an acceleration discrepancy, or possibly even both. In 1983, Milgrom proposed the phenomenological
modiﬁed Newtonian dynamics (MOND) law for small accelerations.18 Under this
hypothesis, the gravitational dynamics become modiﬁed when the acceleration is
smaller than a0 ∼ 10−10 m s−2 . However, great eﬀorts in ﬁnding the missing mass
have not been fruitful. Neither the construction of a viable relativistic gravitational
theory incorporating the MOND law is fully successful. It remains an open question.
It is also interesting to note that a0 ∼ Λ1/2 .19
On the cosmological scale, the discovery of cosmic acceleration have indicated
the existence of cosmological constant or the cosmological-constant-like dark energy.
The search for a microscopic theory behind this phenomenon may give clue to the
microscopic origin of gravity.19 The observation on cosmic structure has conﬁrmed
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the inﬂationary scenario that it could have originated from quantum ﬂuctuations in
the inﬂationary period.20, 21 GWs from inﬂationary period could give imprints of
tensor anisotropies and production of B-modes on CMB. CMB polarization observations have constrained tensor to scalar ratios r of inﬂationary/primordial GWs
to be less than 0.07 − 0.1.22
Most of the experimental gravitation community are working on GW experiments/observations on various frequency bands from aHz to THz.23 Real-time
detection is possible above 300 pHz, while below 300 pHz the detection is possible
on GW imprints or indirectly. Advanced LIGO has achieved 3.5 fold better sensitivities with a reach to neutron star binary merging event at 70 Mpc and began
its ﬁrst observing run (O1) in the middle of September 2015 searching for GWs.
On September 14 the ﬁrst GW observation has taken place, and the merger of two
Black Holes have been recorded.24 We will see a global network of second generation km-size interferometers for GW detection soon. Another avenue for real-time
direct detection is from the PTAs. The PTA bound on stochastic GW background
already excludes most theoretical models; this may mean we could detect very low
frequency GWs anytime too with a longer time scale. Although the prospect of a
launch of space GW is only expected in about 20 years, the detection in the low
frequency band may have the largest signal to noise ratios. This will enable the
detailed study of black hole co-evolution with galaxies and with the dark energy
issue. We will see improvement of a few orders to several orders of magnitude in the
GW detection sensitivities over all frequency bands in the next hundred years.25
The gravitational deﬂection has already been applied to astrophysics and cosmology as gravitational lensing to weigh the lensing sources.26 It becomes an important
tool of astrophysics and cosmology. Besides GW observations, electromagnetic observations on black holes have been proposed (Sec. 2). It is well-known that satellite
positioning systems need to incorporate GR corrections. With the clock reaching
10−18 and beyond, application to measure the Earth gravity and the altitude could
be realized.
2. Cosmic Polarization Rotation, Lense-Thirring Frame Dragging
and Black Hole Shadow Observation
2.1. Summary on CPR
A review about cosmic polarization rotation (CPR), i.e. a rotation of the polarization angle (PA) for radiation traveling over large distances across the universe,
was presented by Sperello di Serego Alighieri.27 CPR is very relevant for this Symposium, since it would be observed if there were the pseudoscalar ﬁeld coupling to
electromagnetism, which Ni28 found as a unique counter-example to the conjecture
that any consistent Lorentz-invariant theory of gravity obeying the weak equivalence principle (WEP) would also obey the Einstein equivalence principle (EEP).
In fact, since general relativity (GR) is based on the EEP, our conﬁdence on EEP
and GR would be greatly increased if we could show that there is no CPR, because
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in this case the EEP would be tested to the same high accuracy of the WEP. The
search for CPR is important also because it would tell us if and how one of the
three elementary pieces of information (direction, energy, and PA), which photons
carry to us about the universe, is changed while they travel. Since 1990 CPR has
been searched using the polarization of radio galaxies, both in the radio and in the
ultraviolet, and, more recently, using the polarization of the cosmic microwave background (CMB). The results of a recent review on CPR29 and of a few updates were
presented. In summary, the results so far are consistent with a null CPR with upper
limits of the order of 1◦ . Two current problems in CPR searches were discussed.
The ﬁrst involves the PA calibration at CMB frequencies, which is becoming the
limiting factor, imposing a systematic error of about 1◦ , which is larger than the
statistical errors of the best CMB polarization experiments. Improvements are expected from more precise measurements of the polarization angle of celestial sources
at CMB frequencies and a calibration source on a satellite.30 The second problem
results from the unfortunate choice of the CMB community for a PA convention
which is opposite to the standard one, adopted by all astronomers for many decades
and enforced by the International Astronomical Union.31 This is causing obvious
confusion and misuderstanding, particularly for CPR, for which results use both
conventions. A recommendation has been issued that all astronomers, including
CMB polarimetrists, use the standard PA convention.32 Concerning CPR tests,
improvements are expected by better targeted high resolution radio polarization
measurements of radio galaxies and quasars, by more accurate ultraviolet polarization measurements of radio galaxies with the coming generation of giant optical
telescopes and by future CMB polarization measurements. An update33 of CPR
constraint was presented from the analysis of the recent measurements of sub-degree
B-mode polarization in the cosmic microwave background from 100 square degrees
of SPTpol data.34 The CPR ﬂuctuation constraint from the joint ACTpol-BICEP2POLARBEAR polarization data is 23.7 mrad (1.36◦ ).35 With the new SPTpol data
included, the CPR ﬂuctuation constraint is updated to 17 mrad (1◦ ) with the scalar
to tensor ratio r = 0.05±0.1.33
2.2. The GINGER Project and the Lense-Thirring Measurement
GINGER (Gyroscopes IN General Relativity)36 is based on an array of ring-lasers
and is aiming at measuring the Lense-Thirring eﬀect at the level of 1%. Large frame
ring-lasers are at present the most sensitive device to measure absolute angular rotation, and has been already demonstrated that they have a sensitivity very close
to what is necessary to measure the Lense-Thirring eﬀect.37 At present it is under
discussion the real construction of GINGER. At the same time, experimental activity is in progress; the large frame prototype GINGERino8 is investigating if the
GranSasso underground laboratory is adeguate for an experiment as GINGER, and
the prototype called GP2 has been installed in Pisa in order to develop a suitable
control strategy to constrain the geometry of the ring-laser and guarantee the long
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term stability of the scale factor of the ring-laser. The long term stability of the
scale factor of the ring-laser is the most challenging experimental problem of the
research activity around GINGER.
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2.3. The Greenland Telescope Project and BH Shadow Observation
The size and shape of the shadow cast by a black hole event horizon is determined by
the null geodesics and directly related to the background spacetime metric. Direct
imaging of such shadow image and the test of physics in strong gravity is one of the
important goals in modern astronomy. The ongoing Greenland Telescope (GLT)38
project in Academia Sinica Institute of Astronomy and Astrophysics (ASIAA) is
devoting itself to this exciting area.39 The target source of GLT project is the
supermassive black hole located at the center of M87. The baseline of the future
telescope in Greenland (hence the name Greenland Telescope), the Submillimeter
Array in Hawaii, and the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array in Chile,
will play a key role for future Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) observation. With longest baseline > 9000 km, the angular resolution can reach ∼ 20 µas
at 350 GHz, high enough to resolve the black hole shadow of M87, which has a
estimated angular size ∼ 40 µas. The ﬁrst light and related VLBI test of GLT in
Thule, a northwest cost of Greenland, will be obtained in 2016. The GLT will then
be established at the Summit station in 2018/2019.40 The GLT project is a collaborative project between ASIAA, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, MIT
Haystack Observatory, and National Radio Astronomy Observatory .
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Fig. 1. Left: The construction of GINGERino inside le underground GranSasso laboratory. Right:
The preliminary Allan deviation, expressed in rad/s.
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